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Pre-assigned Tasks for Structure Fires
PURPOSE
A set of Pre-Assigned tasks has been established to efficiently accomplish the department’s standard
objectives on the fire ground. All RFD personnel shall be familiar with the pre-assigned tasks associated
with their units, and respond appropriately at each structure fire incident.
POLICY
Command shall have the authority to modify standard assignments or to apply them in a manner that
best suits the particular incident needs. It shall be the responsibility of Command to clearly identify
assignment parameters when deviating from standard assignments.
• The first arriving Engine Company will usually go directly to the fire location and make the initial
attack using water from their booster tank. Where there is a hydrant very close to the first-in engine
company (within a couple hundred feet), the supply line should be laid by hand off the first
company’s hose bed. When an obvious water supply is required the first arriving company officer
may choose to lay a dry line from the closest hydrant and inform incoming apparatus of the location.
For sprinkler and standpipe applications refer to SOP 202.05 (Pumping Into Sprinkler Connections).
The Company Officer on the first arriving engine company will be responsible for performing a 360
degree walk around the structure and supervising all interior operations. All personnel with
assignments should coordinate with the first arriving engine company officer.
• The second arriving Engine Company will normally be the water supply engine. When size-up
and attack mode dictate (working fire, interior operations with pre-connects in operations). A dry
supply line, either 3” or 5” based on fire flow gpm needs shall be laid to the attack engine for supply.
Charging the line will be at the discretion of the pump operator on the attack engine or the IC.
Special circumstances: When a rescue condition is imminent and immediate water is needed
to protect personnel and victim(s) the IC can direct the second due engine to shuttle its water
to the attack engine. For sprinkler and standpipe applications refer to 202.05. When water supply
is established, the Company Officer and Firefighter should pull a secondary attack line, protect
exposures and/or prepare for RIC Operations.
• The third arriving Engine Company will secure additional water supply if needed. If the third
arriving engine is not needed for water supply the crew shall be assigned to Ladder 1 to assist with
truck company operations. The 3rd arriving Engineer will be assigned with the Ladder 1 Engineer to
form the “Outside Team” with responsibilities that include but are not limited to: exterior ventilation
operations, finding and securing utilities and secondary means of egress, and ladder operations.
The Company Officer and Firefighter can be assigned to interior operations as “Inside Team” with
responsibilities including but not limited to: gaining entry for the fire attack team, locating the fire
conducting a primary search, ventilating, salvage, and checking for extension.
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Fire Chief
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Primary Assignments Based on Ladder 1 Staffing
These assignments are based on seats. Operations have been divided into Inside/Outside tasks (Quick deployment/
Delayed deployment). These tasks are based on four personnel becoming teams of two. Outline is based on
confirmed one-story single-family structure.
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Fire Chief
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The Ladder Company will be responsible for ventilation (Horizontal or Vertical), forcible entry, search
and rescue, laddering (ground and aerial), utility control, elevated master stream, offensive blitz attack,
salvage, and overhaul. The Ladder 1 Engineer will be in charge of any function and personnel relating to
ladder company functions. If Ladder 1 is staffed with two or more personnel, the third arriving Engine
Company will perform duties as the “Inside Team” or other assignments designated by the Incident
Commander.
Note: Rescue and Salvage should be considered “Actions of Opportunity”. These can take place during
any stage of an emergency and may be assigned to any company on the fireground. Salvage should
begin as soon as safely possible.
Apparatus Placement: It is to the first arriving company’s advantage to see as many sides of a building
before coming to a stop. Pulling past the structure provides a view of three sides of the building. Engine
Company Officers should consider leaving the front or corner of the structure available for Ladder 1
depending on intended function (rescue, access, etc.)
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